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Scholars in many fields increasingly find themselves caught between the academy, with its demands for rigor and objectivity, and direct
engagement in social activism. Some advocate on behalf of the communities they study; others incorporate the knowledge and leadership of
their informants directly into the process of knowledge production. What ethical, political, and practical tensions arise in the course of such
work? In this wide-ranging and multidisciplinary volume, leading scholar-activists map the terrain on which political engagement and
academic rigor meet. Contributors: Ruth Wilson Gilmore, Edmund T. Gordon, Davydd Greenwood, Joy James, Peter Nien-chu Kiang, George
Lipsitz, Samuel Martínez, Jennifer Bickham Mendez, Dani Nabudere, Jessica Gordon Nembhard, Jemima Pierre, Laura Pulido, Shannon
Speed, Shirley Suet-ling Tang, João Vargas
Have you ever come up with an idea for a new product or service but didn’t take any action because you thought it would be too risky? Or at
work, have you had what you thought could be a big idea for your company—perhaps changing the way you develop or distribute a product,
provide customer service, or hire and train your employees? If you have, but you haven’t known how to take the next step, you need to
understand what the authors call the innovator’s method—a set of tools emerging from lean start-up, design thinking, and agile software
development that are revolutionizing how new ideas are created, refined, and brought to market. To date these tools have helped
entrepreneurs, designers, and software developers manage uncertainty—through cheap and rapid experiments that systematically lower
failure rates and risk. But many managers and leaders struggle to apply these powerful tools within their organizations, as they often run
counter to traditional managerial thinking and practice. Authors Nathan Furr and Jeff Dyer wrote this book to address that very problem.
Following the breakout success of The Innovator’s DNA—which Dyer wrote with Hal Gregersen and bestselling author Clay Christensen to
provide a framework for generating ideas—this book shows how to make those ideas actually happen, to commercialize them for success.
Based on their research inside corporations and successful start-ups, Furr and Dyer developed the innovator’s method, an end-to-end
process for creating, refining, and bringing ideas to market. They show when and how to apply the tools of their method, how to adapt them to
your business, and how to answer commonly asked questions about the method itself, including: How do we know if this idea is worth
pursuing? Have we found the right solution? What is the best business model for this new offering? This book focuses on the “how”—how to
test, how to validate, and how to commercialize ideas with the lean, design, and agile techniques successful start-ups use. Whether you’re
launching a start-up, leading an established one, or simply working to get a new product off the ground in an existing company, this book is
for you.
The Millennium Dome, Braveheart and Rolls Royce cars. How do cultural icons reproduce and transform a sense of national identity? How
does national identity vary across time and space, how is it contested, and what has been the impact of globalization upon national identity
and culture?This book examines how national identity is represented, performed, spatialized and materialized through popular culture and in
everyday life. National identity is revealed to be inherent in the things we often take for granted - from landscapes and eating habits, to
tourism, cinema and music. Our specific experience of car ownership and motoring can enhance a sense of belonging, whilst Hollywood
blockbusters and national exhibitions provide contexts for the ongoing, and often contested, process of national identity formation. These and
a wealth of other cultural forms and practices are explored, with examples drawn from Scotland, the UK as a whole, India and Mauritius. This
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book addresses the considerable neglect of popular cultures in recent studies of nationalism and contributes to debates on the relationship
between ‘high' and ‘low' culture.
Consumer behaviour is more than buying things; it also embraces the study of how having (or not having) things affects our lives and how
possessions influence the way we feel about ourselves and each other - our state of being. The 3rd edition of Consumer Behaviour is
presented in a contemporary framework based around the buying, having and being model and in an Australasian context. Students will be
engaged and excited by the most current research, real-world examples, global coverage, managerial applications and ethical examples to
cover all facets of consumer behaviour. With new coverage of Personality and incorporating real consumer data, Consumer Behaviour is
fresh, relevant and up-to-date. It provides students with the best possible introduction to this fascinating discipline.
This book is an introduction to the archaeology of Australia from prehistoric times to the eighteenth century AD. It is the only up-to-date
textbook on the subject and is designed for undergraduate courses, based on the author's considerable experience of teaching at the
Australian National University. Lucidly written, it shows the diversity and colourfulness of the history of humanity in the southern continent.
The Archaeology of Ancient Australia demonstrates with an array of illustrations and clear descriptions of key archaeological evidence from
Australia a thorough evaluation of Australian prehistory. Readers are shown how this human past can be reconstructed from archaeological
evidence, supplemented by information from genetics, environmental sciences, anthropology, and history. The result is a challenging view
about how varied human life in the ancient past has been.
Alphabetically arranged and followed by an index of terms at the end, this handy reference of literary terms is bound to be of invaluable
assistance to any student of English literature.
A comprehensive handbook for leading a successful nonprofit This handbook can educate and empower a whole generation of nonprofit
leaders and professionals by bringing together top experts in the field to share their knowledge and wisdom gained through experience. This
book provides nonprofit professionals with the conceptual frameworks, practical knowledge, and concise guidance needed to succeed in the
social sector. Designed as a handbook, the book is filled with sage advice and insights from a variety of trusted experts that can help
nonprofit professionals prepare to achieve their organizational and personal goals, develop a better understanding of what they need to do to
lead, support, and grow an effective organization. Addresses a wealth of topics including fundraising, Managing Technology, Marketing,
Finances, Advocacy, Working with Boards Contributors are noted nonprofit experts who define the core capabilities needed to manage a
successful nonprofit Author is the former Executive Director of Craigslist Foundation This important resource offers professionals key insights
that will have a direct impact on improving their daily work.
The Internet makes available an unparalleled, and seemingly unlimited, repository of resources and ideas for social studies teachers. This
book provides guidance and explores how the Internet can become an essential element in a teacher's repertoire of tools for engaging
students in social studies curriculum. Chapters in the book are: (1) "Effective Internet Searching" (Barbara Brehm); (2) "The Webmaster's
Tale" (Tim Dugan); (3) "The Classroom Website" (Timothy A. Keiper and Linda Bennett); (4) "Teaching History" (C. Frederick Risinger); (5)
"The Virtual Tour" (Eileen Giuffre Cotton); (6) "Teaching Geography" (Cheryl L. Mason and Marsha Alibrandi); (7) "Creating Teledemocracy"
(Bruce Larson and Timothy A. Keiper); (8) "Civic Education" (Bruce Larson and Angie Harwood); (9)"Economics Education" (Lawrence A.
Weiser and Mark C. Schug); (10) "Global Education" (Bob Coulson and Alma Vallisneri); (11) "Global Issues" (Gregory A. Levitt); (12) "ArtBased Resources" (David B. Williams); (13) "Multiculturalism and the Internet" (Deborah A. Byrnes and Grace Huerta); (14) "Teacher
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Education" (D. Mark Myers); (15) "Problem-Based Learning" (Anthony W. Lorsbach and Fred Basolo, Jr.); (16) "Citizenship Projects" (John
W. Saye and John D. Hoge); (17) "Civic-Moral Development" (Joseph A. Braun, Jr.); (18) "Safe Web Exploration" (Michael Berson and Eileen
Berson); and (19) "Assessment" (Pat Nickell). (Each chapter contains references.) (BT)
There are relationships that exist between neuroanesthesia, neurosurgical procedures, individual patient pathology and the positioning of a
patient for said procedure. A comprehensive examination of these relationships, their association with patient morbidity/mortality and how to
approach these issues in an evidence-based manner has yet to become available. Positioning related injuries have been documented as
major contributors to neurosurgical/neuroanesthesiology liability. This text examines these relationships. It provides considerations necessary
to the correct positioning of a patient for a neurosurgical procedure for each individual patient and their individual pathology. In other words,
this text will demonstrate how to construct the necessary surgical posture for the indicated neurosurgical procedure given the individual
constraints of the patient within the environment of anesthesia and conforming to existing evidence-based practice guidelines. Sections will
address physiological changes inherent in positioning in relation to anesthesia for neurosurgical procedures, assessment of patient for
planned procedure, as well as considerations for managing problems associated with these relationships. Additional sections will examine the
relationship between neurosurgical positioning and medical malpractice and the biomechanical science between positioning devices and
neurosurgical procedures. Neurosurgery and its patient population are in a constant state of change. Providing the necessary considerations
for the neurosurgical procedure planned under the anesthesia conditions planned in the position planned, often in the absence of multicase
study literary support, without incurring additional morbidity is the goal of this text.
This jargon-free resource explains the who, what, why, and where of contemporary personal finance in simple, easy-to-grasp language,
covering the key people, events, terms, tools, policies, and products that make up modern money management. • Supplies accessible,
comprehensive financial information that explains complex topics in simple language • Shows the relationship between personal finance and
everyday life, from renting an apartment to saving for retirement • Answers a wide variety of personal finance questions • Provides a
resource suitable for both personal and scholarly use
This illustrated beginner’s guide to personal finance distills essential information into small, easy-to-follow steps to help you get your finances
in order. Get your finances in shape! In The Infographic Guide to Personal Finance, you will learn all the skills you need to make good
financial decisions and grow your personal wealth. Full of colorful descriptions organized in an easy-to-read format, this book contains
infographics such as: -Choosing your bank -Building an emergency fund -Choosing a financial planner -Where your money is going -What not
to buy -Health insurance -Property insurance -What federal taxes pay for With the help of this guide, you’ll learn how to make good
investments, save for big things like a house or college tuition, budget, and more!
Fields of Gold critically examines the history, ideas, and political struggles surrounding the financialization of farmland. In particular,
Madeleine Fairbairn focuses on developments in two of the most popular investment locations, the US and Brazil, looking at the implications
of financiers' acquisition of land and control over resources for rural livelihoods and economic justice. At the heart of Fields of Gold is a
tension between efforts to transform farmland into a new financial asset class, and land's physical and social properties, which frequently
obstruct that transformation. But what makes the book unique among the growing body of work on the global land grab is Fairbairn's interest
in those acquiring land, rather than those affected by land acquisitions. Fairbairn's work sheds ethnographic light on the actors and
relationships—from Iowa to Manhattan to São Paulo—that have helped to turn land into an attractive financial asset class.
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Looking for Real Information About Trading?Written by a bestselling expert and author of fourteen financial books, "Mastering Technical
Analysis" reveals in detail the tools and indicators that successful traders use to beat the markets. Using the tools that professionals use, you
can open the door to market-beating returns in your trading. Top 1000 reviewer Thomas Dunham – "...this book is pure gold, it basically
hands you everything to enter the market and not lose your butt! Highly recommended." In "Mastering Technical Analysis", Alan Northcott
explores the way that markets react, and the vital clues that can make you a winning trader. This book won't make you an instant fortune, but
will give you the tools and knowledge that willsignificantly improve your returns. Top 1000 reviewer D. Buxman – "This is an exceptionally wellwritten, comprehensive course on technical analysis. It is a wonderful resource for a beginner, and has a good deal to offer even more
sophisticated investors." Available for instant download, you will find out . . . The fundamental principles behind oscillators. How to identify the
best entry positions. When to cut your losses. How to define bull and bear markets, and their impact on your trading. How to make money in
bull, bear, or neutral markets. Why you seldom gain by exercising an American option early (you have other "options"!). How to buy stocks for
the longterm (hint: it's not telling your broker to buy them!). How to build a winning strategy. How to overcome the psychological barriers that
trading reveals in you (we all have them, it's natural!). When to take profits, and how much to expect. And much more.Whether you are an
active trader or just starting out, "Mastering Technical Analysis" simply explains all the charting tools used by experts, and gives you the edge
in building your wealth. Take a Look InsideBefore you buy this book, scroll to the top of the page and take a Look Inside
Banksy, the Yes Men, Gandhi, Starhawk: the accumulated wisdom of decades of creative protest is now in the hands of the next generation
of change-makers, thanks to Beautiful Trouble. Sophisticated enough for veteran activists, accessible enough for newbies, this compact
pocket edition of the bestselling Beautiful Trouble is a book that’s both handy and inexpensive. Showcasing the synergies between artistic
imagination and shrewd political strategy, this generously illustrated volume can easily be slipped into your pocket as you head out to the
streets. This is for everyone who longs for a more beautiful, more just, more livable world – and wants to know how to get there. Includes a
new introduction by the editors. Contributors include: Celia Alario • Andy Bichlbaum • Nadine Bloch • L. M. Bogad • Mike Bonnano • Andrew
Boyd • Kevin Buckland • Doyle Canning • Samantha Corbin • Stephen Duncombe • Simon Enoch • Janice Fine • Lisa Fithian • Arun Gupta
• Sarah Jaffe • John Jordan • Stephen Lerner • Zack Malitz • Nancy L. Mancias • Dave Oswald Mitchell • Tracey Mitchell • Mark Read •
Patrick Reinsborough • Joshua Kahn Russell • Nathan Schneider • John Sellers • Matthew Skomarovsky • Jonathan Matthew Smucker •
Starhawk • Eric Stoner • Harsha Walia
Philanthropy in America is a giant undertaking—every year more than $390 billion is voluntarily given by individuals, foundations, and
businesses to a riot of good causes. Donation rates are two to ten times higher in the U.S. than in comparable nations, and privately funded
efforts to solve social problems, enrich culture, and strengthen society are among the most significant undertakings in the United States. The
Almanac of American Philanthropy was created to serve as the definitive reference on America's distinctive philanthropy. Upon its publication
it immediately became the authoritative, yet highly readable, 1,342-page bible of private giving—chronicling the greatest donors in history, the
most influential achievements, the essential statistics, and summaries of vital ideas about charitable action. Now there is this new Compact
Edition of the Almanac. It offers highlights of the crucial information and fascinating arguments contained in the full-length Almanac, in a
condensed format. All updated to 2017!
WINNER, Business: Personal Finance/Investing, 2015 USA Best Book Awards FINALIST, Business: Reference, 2015 USA Best Book
Awards Investor Behavior provides readers with a comprehensive understanding and the latest research in the area of behavioral finance and
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investor decision making. Blending contributions from noted academics and experienced practitioners, this 30-chapter book will provide
investment professionals with insights on how to understand and manage client behavior; a framework for interpreting financial market
activity; and an in-depth understanding of this important new field of investment research. The book should also be of interest to academics,
investors, and students. The book will cover the major principles of investor psychology, including heuristics, bounded rationality, regret
theory, mental accounting, framing, prospect theory, and loss aversion. Specific sections of the book will delve into the role of personality
traits, financial therapy, retirement planning, financial coaching, and emotions in investment decisions. Other topics covered include risk
perception and tolerance, asset allocation decisions under inertia and inattention bias; evidenced based financial planning, motivation and
satisfaction, behavioral investment management, and neurofinance. Contributions will delve into the behavioral underpinnings of various
trading and investment topics including trader psychology, stock momentum, earnings surprises, and anomalies. The final chapters of the
book examine new research on socially responsible investing, mutual funds, and real estate investing from a behavioral perspective.
Empirical evidence and current literature about each type of investment issue are featured. Cited research studies are presented in a
straightforward manner focusing on the comprehension of study findings, rather than on the details of mathematical frameworks.

Boards of directors are sitting ducks. Shareholders complain and even attack, management manipulates, and individual
board members have little power, able to act only as part of the board as a whole. Governance issues are front and
center, yet there is often little understanding, even among board members, of the key role that they play. Written in an
accessible and human voice, The Governance Revolution: What Every Board Member Needs to Know, NOW! provides
information and context essential to anyone seeking to understand how corporations and their stewards—the board of
directors—can and should function in the volatile world we inhabit. Deborah Hicks Midanek offers useful insight into what
board members of corporations actually do, the current standards for board members and why they exist. She includes a
timely discussion of how clarity of purpose can improve board and director effectiveness. Informed by her long
experience serving public, private, and family owned corporate boards as well as those of charitable, and government
organizations, she provides essential context regarding the evolution of board practice as well as candid discussion of
the issues involved in the relentless effort to improve corporate governance processes. Focused mainly on the dominant
public corporation, she also explores the special challenges of serving private and family owned as well as nonprofit and
public agency boards. Written by a seasoned board member, and liberally laced with stories and cases illustrating the
tricky issues directors wrestle with, this book is the essential common-sense companion for anyone working with a board,
serving on a board, or wanting to do so. Directors, aspiring directors, investors, and students of corporate behavior will
benefit from this highly readable description of the cloistered boardroom. For Roger Trapp's article in Forbes featuring a
discussion of this title click here https://www.forbes.com/sites/rogertrapp/2018/10/22/independent-directors-nehttps://ww
w.forbes.com/sites/rogertrapp/2018/10/22/independent-directors-need-to-stand-up-to-activists/#7060008826b0ed-toPage 5/14
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stand-up-to-activists/#7060008826b0 For a Roundtable discussion in Financier Worldwide Magazine featuring Deborah
Hicks Midanek please click here https://www.financierworldwide.com/roundtable-risks-facing-directors-officersaug18#.W1BqQdVKiUk Click here for a review in Financial Analysts Journal
https://www.cfapubs.org/doi/abs/10.2469/br.v13.n1.10 Click here for an excerpt on Corporate Board Member:
https://boardmember.com/what-is-the-governance-revolution/
Written by leading scholars in the field, Causes of War provides the first comprehensive analysis of the leading theories
relating to the origins of both interstate and civil wars. Utilizes historical examples to illustrate individual theories
throughout Includes an analysis of theories of civil wars as well as interstate wars -- one of the only texts to do both
Written by two former International Studies Association Presidents
This volume--the fifth in a series of histories of the International Monetary Fund--examines the 1990s, a tumultuous
decade in which the IMF faced difficult challenges and took on new and expanded roles. Among these were assisting
countries that had long operated under central planning to manage transitions toward market economies, helping
countries in financial crisis after sudden loss of support from private financial markets, adapting surveillance to reflect the
growing acceptance of international standards for economic and financial policies, helping low-income countries grow
and begin to eradicate poverty while staying within its mandate as a monetary institution, and providing adequate
financial assistance to members in an age of limited official resources. The IMF's successes and setbacks in facing these
challenges provide valuable lessons for an uncertain future.
This book is a collection of analyses of the social determinants of health that impact on specific health conditions.
Stemming from the recommendations of the Commission on Social Determinants of Health, promising interventions to
improve health equity are presented for the areas of: alcohol-related disorders, cardiovascular diseases, child health and
nutrition, diabetes, food safety, maternal health, mental health, neglected tropical diseases, oral health, pregnancy
outcomes, tobacco and health, tuberculosis, and violence and injuries. The book was commissioned by the Department
of Ethics, Equity, Trade and Human Rights as part of the work undertaken by the Priority Public Health Conditions
Knowledge Network of the Commission on Social Determinants of Health, in collaboration with 16 of the major public
health programmes of WHO. In addition to this, through collaboration with the Special Programme of Research,
Development and Research Training in Human Reproduction, the Special Programme for Research and Training in
Tropical Diseases, and the Alliance for Health Policy and Systems Research, 13 case studies were commissioned to
examine the implementation challenges in addressing social determinants of health in low-and middle-income settings.
As the world shifts away from the unquestioned American hegemony that followed in the wake of the Cold War, the
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United States is likely to face new kinds of threats and sharper resource constraints than it has in the past. However, the
country's alliances, military institutions, and national security strategy have changed little since the Cold War. American
foreign and defense policies, therefore, should be assessed for their fitness for achieving sustainable national security
amidst the dynamism of the international political economy, changing domestic politics, and even a changing climate.
This book brings together sixteen leading scholars from across political science, history, and political economy to
highlight a range of American security considerations that deserve a larger role in both scholarship and strategic decisionmaking. In these chapters, scholars of political economy and the American defense budget examine the economic engine
that underlies U.S. military might and the ways the country deploys these vast (but finite) resources. Historians illuminate
how past great powers coped with changing international orders through strategic and institutional innovations. And
regional experts assess America's current long-term engagements, from NATO to the chaos of the Middle East to the
web of alliances in Asia, deepening understandings that help guard against both costly commitments and short-sighted
retrenchments. This interdisciplinary volume sets an agenda for future scholarship that links politics, economics, and
history in pursuit of sustainable security for the United States - and greater peace and stability for Americans and nonAmericans alike.
A new kind of career playbook for a new era of feminism, offering women a new set of rules for professional success: one
that plays to their strengths and builds on the power they already have.
Economics, Keynes once wrote, can be a 'very dangerous science'. Sometimes, though, it can be moulded to further the
common good though it might need a leap in mental outlook, a whole new zeitgeist to be able do do. This book is about a
transformation in Australian economists' thought and ideas during the interwar period. It focuses upon the interplay
between economic ideas, players and policy sometimes in the public arena. In a decade marked by depression, recovery
and international political turbulence Australian economists moved from a classical orthodox economic position to that of
a cautious Keynesianism by 1939. We look at how a small collective of economists tried to influence policy-making in the
nineteen-thirties. Economists felt obliged to seek changes to the parameters as economic conditions altered but, more
importantly, as their insights about economic management changed. There are three related themes that underscore this
book. Firstly, the professionalisation of Australian economics took a gigantic leap in this period, aided in part, by the
adverse circumstances confronting the economy but also by the aspirations economists held for their discipline. A second
theme relates to the rather unflattering reputation foisted upon interwar economists after 1945. That transition underlies a
third theme of this book, namely, how Australian economists were emboldened by Keynes's General Theory to
confidently push for greater management of economic activity. By 1939 Australian economists conceptualized from a
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new theoretic framework and from one which they advanced comment and policy advice. This book therefore will
rehabilitate the works of Australian interwar economists, arguing that they not only had an enviable international
reputation but also facilitated the acceptance of Keynes¿s General Theory among policymakers before most of their
counterparts elsewhere.
This book examines the nature of retail financial transaction infrastructures. Contributions assume a long-term outlook in
their exploration of the key financial processes and systems that support a global transition to a cashless economy. The
volume offers both modern and historic accounts that demonstrate the constantly changing role of payment instruments.
It brings together different theoretical approaches to the study, re-examining and forecasting changes in retail payment
systems. Chapters explore a global transition to a cashless society and contemplate future alternatives to cash, cheques
and plastic, featuring the perspectives of academics from different disciplines in conversation and industry participants
from six continents. Readers are invited to discover the innovation in payment systems and how it co-evolves with
changes in society and organisations through personal, corporate and governmental processes.
This extensively revised and expanded fifth edition of Understanding Popular Music Culture provides an accessible and
comprehensive introduction to the production, distribution, consumption and meaning of popular music, and the debates that
surround popular culture and popular music. Reflecting the continued proliferation of popular music studies, the new music
industry in a digital age, and the emergence of new stars, this new edition has been reorganized and extensively updated
throughout, making for a more coherent and sequenced coverage of the field. These updates include: two new chapters entitled
‘The Real Thing’: Authenticity, covers and the canon and ‘Time Will Pass You By’: Histories and popular memory new case
studies on artists including The Rolling Stones, Lorde, One Direction and Taylor Swift further examples of musical texts, genres,
and performers throughout including additional coverage of Electronic Dance Music expanded coverage on the importance of the
back catalogue and the box set; reality television and the music biopic greater attention to the role and impact of the internet and
digital developments in relation to production, dissemination, mediation and consumption; including the role of social network sites
and streaming services each chapter now has its own set of expanded references to facilitate further investigation. Additional
resources for students and teachers can also be found on the companion website (www.routledge.com/cw/shuker), which includes
additional case studies, links to relevant websites and a discography of popular music metagenres.
Since the end of the Second World War, the United States has developed the world's preeminent system for biomedical research,
one that has given rise to revolutionary medical advances as well as a dynamic and innovative business sector generating highquality jobs and powering economic output and exports for the U.S. economy. However, there is a growing concern that the
biomedical research enterprise is beset by several core challenges that undercut its vitality, promise, and productivity and that
could diminish its critical role in the nation's health and innovation in the biomedical industry. Among the most salient of these
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challenges is the gulf between the burgeoning number of scientists qualified to participate in this system as academic researchers
and the elusive opportunities to establish long-term research careers in academia. The patchwork of measures to address the
challenges facing young scientists that has emerged over the years has allowed the U.S. biomedical enterprise to continue to
make significant scientific and medical advances. These measures, however, have not resolved the structural vulnerabilities in the
system, and in some cases come at a great opportunity cost for young scientists. These unresolved issues could diminish the
nation's ability to recruit the best minds from all sectors of the U.S. population to careers in biomedical research and raise
concerns about a system that may favor increasingly conservative research proposals over high-risk, innovative ideas. The Next
Generation of Biomedical and Behavioral Sciences Researchers: Breaking Through evaluates the factors that influence transitions
into independent research careers in the biomedical and behavioral sciences and offers recommendations to improve those
transitions. These recommendations chart a path to a biomedical research enterprise that is competitive, rigorous, fair, dynamic,
and can attract the best minds from across the country.
In Ruling Capital, Kevin P. Gallagher demonstrates how several emerging market and developing countries (EMDs) managed to
reregulate cross-border financial flows in the wake of the global financial crisis, despite the political and economic difficulty of doing
so at the national level. Gallagher also shows that some EMDs, particularly the BRICS coalition, were able to maintain or expand
their sovereignty to regulate cross-border finance under global economic governance institutions. Gallagher combines econometric
analysis with in-depth interviews with officials and interest groups in select emerging markets and policymakers at the International
Monetary Fund, the World Trade Organization, and the G-20 to explain key characteristics of the global economy. Gallagher
develops a theory of countervailing monetary power that shows how emerging markets can counter domestic and international
opposition to the regulation of cross-border finance. Although many countries were able to exert countervailing monetary power in
the wake of the crisis, such power was not sufficient to stem the magnitude of unstable financial flows that continue to plague the
world economy. Drawing on this theory, Gallagher outlines the significant opportunities and obstacles to regulating cross-border
finance in the twenty-first century.
Essays on photography and the medium's history and evolving identity. In Each Wild Idea, Geoffrey Batchen explores a wide
range of photographic subjects, from the timing of the medium's invention to the various implications of cyberculture. Along the
way, he reflects on contemporary art photography, the role of the vernacular in photography's history, and the Australianness of
Australian photography. The essays all focus on a consideration of specific photographs—from a humble combination of baby
photos and bronzed booties to a masterwork by Alfred Stieglitz. Although Batchen views each photograph within the context of
broader social and political forces, he also engages its own distinctive formal attributes. In short, he sees photography as
something that is simultaneously material and cultural. In an effort to evoke the lived experience of history, he frequently relies on
sheer description as the mode of analysis, insisting that we look right at—rather than beyond—the photograph being discussed. A
constant theme throughout the book is the question of photography's past, present, and future identity.
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A multi-disciplinary approach to transportation planningfundamentals The Transportation Planning Handbook is a
comprehensive,practice-oriented reference that presents the fundamental conceptsof transportation planning alongside proven
techniques. This newfourth edition is more strongly focused on serving the needs of allusers, the role of safety in the planning
process, andtransportation planning in the context of societal concerns,including the development of more sustainable
transportationsolutions. The content structure has been redesigned with a newformat that promotes a more functionally driven
multimodal approachto planning, design, and implementation, including guidance towardthe latest tools and technology. The
material has been updated toreflect the latest changes to major transportation resources suchas the HCM, MUTCD, HSM, and
more, including the most current ADAaccessibility regulations. Transportation planning has historically followed the
rationalplanning model of defining objectives, identifying problems,generating and evaluating alternatives, and developing
plans.Planners are increasingly expected to adopt a moremulti-disciplinary approach, especially in light of the risingimportance of
sustainability and environmental concerns. This bookpresents the fundamentals of transportation planning in amultidisciplinary
context, giving readers a practical reference forday-to-day answers. Serve the needs of all users Incorporate safety into the
planning process Examine the latest transportation planning softwarepackages Get up to date on the latest standards,
recommendations, andcodes Developed by The Institute of Transportation Engineers, thisbook is the culmination of over seventy
years of transportationplanning solutions, fully updated to reflect the needs of achanging society. For a comprehensive guide with
practical answers,The Transportation Planning Handbook is an essentialreference.
The Black Swan is a standalone book in Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s landmark Incerto series, an investigation of opacity, luck,
uncertainty, probability, human error, risk, and decision-making in a world we don’t understand. The other books in the series are
Fooled by Randomness, Antifragile, and The Bed of Procrustes. A black swan is a highly improbable event with three principal
characteristics: It is unpredictable; it carries a massive impact; and, after the fact, we concoct an explanation that makes it appear
less random, and more predictable, than it was. The astonishing success of Google was a black swan; so was 9/11. For Nassim
Nicholas Taleb, black swans underlie almost everything about our world, from the rise of religions to events in our own personal
lives. Why do we not acknowledge the phenomenon of black swans until after they occur? Part of the answer, according to Taleb,
is that humans are hardwired to learn specifics when they should be focused on generalities. We concentrate on things we already
know and time and time again fail to take into consideration what we don’t know. We are, therefore, unable to truly estimate
opportunities, too vulnerable to the impulse to simplify, narrate, and categorize, and not open enough to rewarding those who can
imagine the “impossible.” For years, Taleb has studied how we fool ourselves into thinking we know more than we actually do. We
restrict our thinking to the irrelevant and inconsequential, while large events continue to surprise us and shape our world. In this
revelatory book, Taleb explains everything we know about what we don’t know, and this second edition features a new
philosophical and empirical essay, “On Robustness and Fragility,” which offers tools to navigate and exploit a Black Swan world.
Elegant, startling, and universal in its applications, The Black Swan will change the way you look at the world. Taleb is a vastly
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entertaining writer, with wit, irreverence, and unusual stories to tell. He has a polymathic command of subjects ranging from
cognitive science to business to probability theory. The Black Swan is a landmark book—itself a black swan. Praise for Nassim
Nicholas Taleb “The most prophetic voice of all.”—GQ Praise for The Black Swan “[A book] that altered modern thinking.”—The
Times (London) “A masterpiece.”—Chris Anderson, editor in chief of Wired, author of The Long Tail “Idiosyncratically
brilliant.”—Niall Ferguson, Los Angeles Times “The Black Swan changed my view of how the world works.”—Daniel Kahneman,
Nobel laureate “[Taleb writes] in a style that owes as much to Stephen Colbert as it does to Michel de Montaigne. . . . We eagerly
romp with him through the follies of confirmation bias [and] narrative fallacy.”—The Wall Street Journal “Hugely
enjoyable—compelling . . . easy to dip into.”—Financial Times “Engaging . . . The Black Swan has appealing cheek and admirable
ambition.”—The New York Times Book Review From the Hardcover edition.
Updated in its 3rd edition, Basic Methods of Policy Analysis and Planning presents quickly applied methods for analyzing and
resolving planning and policy issues at state, regional, and urban levels. Divided into two parts, Methods which presents quick
methods in nine chapters and is organized around the steps in the policy analysis process, and Cases which presents seven
policy cases, ranging in degree of complexity, the text provides readers with the resources they need for effective policy planning
and analysis. Quantitative and qualitative methods are systematically combined to address policy dilemmas and urban planning
problems. Readers and analysts utilizing this text gain comprehensive skills and background needed to impact public policy.
Misinformation. Job displacement. Information overload. Economic inequality. Digital addiction. The breakdown of democracy,
civility, and truth itself. This open access book explores the conscious and unconscious norms, values, and characteristics that
drive behaviors within the high-tech capital of the world, Silicon Valley, and the sector it represents. In an era where the reach and
influence of a single industry has the potential to define the future of our world, it has become apparent just how little we know
about the organizations driving these changes. The Psychology of Silicon Valley offers a revealing look inside the mind of world’s
most influential industry and how the identity, culture, myths, and motivations of Big Tech are harming society. The book argues
that the bad values and lack of emotional intelligence borne in the vacuum of Silicon Valley will have lasting consequences on
everything from social equality to the future of work to our collective mental health. Katy Cook expertly walks us through the
psychological landscape of Silicon Valley, including its leadership, ethical, and cultural problems, and artfully explains why we
cannot afford to ignore the psychology and values that are behind our technology any longer.

This book consists of a series of articles that present novel trends in horticulture marketing and some of the key supply
chain management issues for the horticulture industry across a wide range of geographical regions.
Short-term trading refers to the practice of buying and selling financial instruments within the same trading week or, at
most, a few weeks. Short-term traders buy and sell stocks over a few days or weeks in the hope that their stocks will
continue climbing in value for the time they own them, making for quick and, often, huge profits. Some of the more
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commonly traded financial instruments are stocks, stock options, currencies, and futures contracts such as equity index
futures, interest rate futures, and commodity futures. Short-term trading was once the preserve of banks, financial firms,
and professional investors. Many traders are bank or investment firms employees working in equity investment and fund
management. As with many other business segments, the Internet, technology, and legislative changes have opened up
this attractive marketplace to a new breed of individual investors and speculators working part-time. You and I can now
stand on an even playing field with the largest banks, wealthiest individuals, and trading institutions from the comfort of
home. Short-term trading can provide you with very high and secure rate of return as high as 12%, 18%, 24%, or even
300%. If performed correctly, short-term trading can far outpace all other investment techniques. The key is to know how
to perform this process correctly. This all sounds great, but what is the catch? There really is none, except you must
know what you are doing! This groundbreaking and exhaustively researched new book will provide everything you need
to know to get you started generating high-investment returns with low risk from start to finish. In this easy to read and
comprehensive new book you will learn how to set up your online account, how to choose the correct software to use in
trading, how to get started in short-term trading, how to invest in short-term stocks, evaluate performance, and handle
fees and taxes. This book delves into trading tactics for swing trading, position trading, leveraging the stock market,
selling short, and pinpointing entry, exits, and targets for your trades. You will pick up the language of a trader so that you
recognize candlestick patterns, advancing and declining issues and volume, call options, and put options. You will know
how to find the very best stocks every day, how to read and prosper with stock charts, how to use the New York Stock
Exchange tick indicator and trading index (TRIN), the Commodity Channel Index (CCI), the moving average
convergence/divergence (MACD), the Dow 30-Day Moving Average. As you read this book, the mysteries of short-term
trading will unfold so that you can double or even triple your investment all while avoiding the common traps and pitfalls.
In addition, we took the extra effort and spent an unprecedented amount of time researching, interviewing, e-mailing, and
communicating with hundreds of today s most successful investors. Aside from learning the basics of mutual fund trading
you will be privy to their secrets and proven successful ideas. Instruction is great, but advice from experts is even better,
and the experts chronicled in this book are earning millions. If you are interested in learning essentially everything there
is to know about short-term investing as well as hundreds of hints, tricks, and tips on how to earn enormous profits in
short-term investing while controlling your investments, then this book is for you. Atlantic Publishing is a small,
independent publishing company based in Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company
presidentâe(tm)s garage, Atlantic Publishing has grown to become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today,
over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small business, healthy living, management, finance, careers, and
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real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-todate, pertinent information, real-world examples, and case studies with expert advice. Every book has resources, contact
information, and web sites of the products or companies discussed.
The Oxford Handbook of the Welfare State is the authoritative and definitive guide to the contemporary welfare state. In a
volume consisting of nearly fifty newly-written chapters, a broad range of the world's leading scholars offer a
comprehensive account of everything one needs to know about the modern welfare state. The book is divided into eight
sections. It opens with three chapters that evaluate the philosophical case for (and against) the welfare state. Surveys of
the welfare state 's history and of the approaches taken to its study are followed by four extended sections, running to
some thirty-five chapters in all, which offer a comprehensive and in-depth survey of our current state of knowledge across
the whole range of issues that the welfare state embraces. The first of these sections looks at inputs and actors
(including the roles of parties, unions, and employers), the impact of gender and religion, patterns of migration and a
changing public opinion, the role of international organisations and the impact of globalisation. The next two sections
cover policy inputs (in areas such as pensions, health care, disability, care of the elderly, unemployment, and labour
market activation) and their outcomes (in terms of inequality and poverty, macroeconomic performance, and
retrenchment). The seventh section consists of seven chapters which survey welfare state experience around the globe
(and not just within the OECD). Two final chapters consider questions about the global future of the welfare state. The
individual chapters of the Handbook are written in an informed but accessible way by leading researchers in their
respective fields giving the reader an excellent and truly up-to-date knowledge of the area under discussion. Taken
together, they constitute a comprehensive compendium of all that is best in contemporary welfare state research and a
unique guide to what is happening now in this most crucial and contested area of social and political development.
In a world where half of the population lives in cities and more than 90 percent of urban growth is occurring in the
developing world, cities struggle to modernize without completely losing their unique character, which is embodied by
their historic cores and cultural heritage assets. As countries develop, cultural heritage can provide a crucial element of
continuity and stability: the past can become a foundation for the future. This book collects innovative research papers
authored by leading scholars and practitioners in heritage economics, and presents the most current knowledge on how
heritage assets can serve as drivers of local economic development. What this book tries to suggest is a workable
approach to explicitly take into account the cultural dimensions of urban regeneration in agglomerations that have a
history and possess a unique character, going beyond an approach based solely on major cultural heritage assets or
landmarks. The knowledge disseminated through this book will help stakeholders involved in preparation,
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implementation, and supervision of development investments to better assess the values of cultural heritage assets and
incorporate them in urban development policies.
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